
“Eternity is Now in Session” Reading this Week (7/14 – 7/21): Chapter 5 

7/14/19 ETERNITY IS NOW IN SESSION 7 – PURGATION (ADDITION BY SUBTRACTION)  

Then Jesus told His disciples, “If any want to become My followers, let them deny themselves and take up their 

cross and follow Me. For those who want to save their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for My sake 

will find it.” (Matthew 16.24-25; cf. 10.39) 

These verses are well-known, but probably deserve even more notoriety: they fall into a small set of teachings that a) 

both Matthew and Luke mention twice, and b) the gospel of John shares with Matthew, Mark, and Luke (see John 

12.25). Other N.T. writers echo what Jesus said above: for example, we should be taking off our old life and putting on 

our new one in Christ (Eph. 4.22-24), or our old self should be dying while our new one is rising like Christ from the grave 

(Rom. 6.3-23).  

This spiritual dynamic has been labeled “purgation,” an odd term not in common usage but built off the simpler word, 

“purge” (that is, to cleanse, extricate, or remove). Meister Eckhart described it masterfully: “The soul does not grow by 

addition, but by subtraction.” But that merely begs the question – so what exactly is Christ telling us to eliminate from 

our lives in order to find what He offers? Well, look closely at the verses cited above for an answer… 

1. “Deny Yourself” and “Save Your Life”: What’s clear in these phrases is that a) we will be asked to let go of a part of 

ourselves, and b) at least to a certain degree, we won’t want to, that is, we will try to “save” or cling to what we need to 

remove. In the words of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, this is “…a dying away from our old form of being human.” A key insight 

revealed in these verses, as noted by Albert Haase, is this – the parts of yourself that you fight the hardest to protect, or 

about which you are the most defensive, are usually the parts you’ll need to surrender. David Benner equates these to 

our personal “masks”: as he puts it, they “are the way we want others to see us. In time, they become the way we want 

to see ourselves. Given enough time, we will confuse our mask and actual experience enough that we will become our 

own lies.”  

2. “Take Up Your Cross”: Here, Jesus says that we’ll need to relinquish our instinct for self-preservation, for following 

Him always comes with the potential of personal cost. As He was misunderstood and overtly persecuted, so His disciples 

should expect the same (John 15.18-25). It’s a given that at some point your allegiance to Jesus will force you to go 

against the flow, be the fly in the ointment, or the lone voice of disagreement. In Martin Luther King Jr.’s words, the 

ultimate measure of any person is not where they stand in moments of comfort and convenience, but in moments of 

challenge and controversy.  


